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amt-2014-321: Response to reviews 

We are very grateful for the appraisals of this two-part study, particularly given the 

time required to assess both papers together. We thank the reviewers for their positive 

feedback and valuable suggestions for improving the manuscripts. All comments have 

been taken into account. Detailed responses to each point are provided below (in bold 

type), followed by the revised manuscript with the changes indicated. 

Interactive comment on “Infrared and millimetre-wave scintillometry in the suburban 

environment – Part 2: Large-area sensible and latent heat fluxes” by H. C. Ward et al. 

B. van Kesteren (Referee) 

The authors present a two-part study in which they present the results of the first long-term 

application of an optical-microwave scintillometer system over Swindon, UK. In the first part, they 

present the results in terms of structure parameters and in the second part they present the results 

in terms of the heat fluxes. 

Indeed, both manuscripts present research novel in many aspects. The application of a combined 

optical-microwave scintillometer system has been presented before, but never for such an extensive 

time period, nor over the city centre. This first part addressed many technical issues, whereas the 

second part focuses more on the retrieval of turbulent fluxes and environmental aspects. The 

authors have shown a great competence and insight in the methods and understanding of 

scintillometry at the one hand and the urban environment at the other hand. The manuscript is 

generally of a high scientific quality, presenting innovative results, and very well written, so that I 

recommend publication after some minor revisions. 

Some comments from Part 1 were found to be relevant here as well and are simply copied. 

P 11222, line 3 and elsewhere – “evaporation” seems to be used throughout this paper as a 

synonym for “evapotranspiration”, but not always. For accuracy, I would prefer the term 

“evapotranspiration” where applicable, or a definition at the beginning of the paper explaining what 

the authors think of when using the word “evaporation”. 

- ‘Evapotranspiration’ is now used throughout. (Note that Brutsaert (1982) and others 

indicate that ‘evaporation’ can cover both terms.) 

P 11222, line 4 – to what does “this technique” refer? 

- The text now reads ‘this ‘two-wavelength’ technique’. 

P 11223, line 23 – “refraction”, it results from diffraction. Rewrite. 

- Changed to ‘diffraction’. 

P 11223, line 21-25 – this is a very long and complex sentence. Please simplify. 

- The text now reads, ‘The beam intensity varies in time due to diffraction by eddies of 
different densities, dependent on their temperature and humidity content. Changes in 
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temperature and humidity are expressed as the temperature and humidity structure 
parameters, which are converted to fluxes of heat and water vapour using similarity 
theory.’ 

P 11224, line 23 – it seems RPG sells the microwave scintillometers by now. 

- The text has been updated to read, ‘although a commercially available system has recently 

been developed’ 

P 11225, last paragraph – the time frame of the experiment should be mentioned in the 

introduction, as well as the notion that seasonal variability is addressed in the paper. This 

introduction much better gives the objectives of this paper, than was the case in Part I. 

Nevertheless, the authors should better present the research themes. 

- Seasonal variability and the length of the dataset are now given in the Introduction. 

P 11226, Eq. (2) – please, give a reference for this equation. 

- A reference to Green et al. (2000) has been added. 

P 111226, line 20-21 – the authors should give some more information on their methodology 

regarding the retrieval of the friction velocity. This is a very general statement. Probably, the Kansas 

functions were used (Businger-Dyer)? 

- Yes, the Businger-Dyer functions were used and this is now mentioned in the text.  

P 11227, line 2 – Braam et al. (2014) also gives a very useful assessment on methodology, 

measurement height, instrumentation and other aspects influencing the similarity functions. 

- We agree and have added the reference to the text. 

P 11227, Eq. (5) – Ward et al., (2013b) gives a different definition in their Eq. (17). What 

happened to the 1/(1-q) term here? 

- The (1-q)-1 multiplier makes a very small difference of <1% (0.7% on average), so can be 

reasonably approximated by 1. 

P 11228, line 13 – the authors could give a reference to Part I here. 

- We decided not to reference Part 1 here as the information is given here. 

P 11229, line 9-20 – there is rather much repetition here as compared to Part I. Could it be 

shortened? In any case remains the question whether the authors could elaborate on the issue 

regarding the meteorological measurements being scaled to fit the scintillometer effective height? 

- This section has been shortened and a reference added to Part 1. As mentioned in the 

response to reviews for Part 1, the height of the wind speed measurement was accounted 

for but it is not necessary to adjust temperature, pressure or humidity over these 

distances. 

P 11230, line 27 – add a comma after “fluxes” for readability. 
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- Done. 

P 11232, line 21 – recommend to change “two-wavelength structure parameters have been” to 

“the two-wavelength method has been” 

- The sentence now reads, ‘For this reason, structure parameters obtained via the two-

wavelength method have been used to calculate the scintillometric fluxes presented 

below.’ 

P 11236, section 4.1.3 – at latest here, it would be good to mention that scintillometry is an 

indirect method for measuring fluxes (Wyngaard and Clifford, 1978). 

- This is now mentioned in Section 2. 

P 11236, line 6-8 – the Meijninger studies did rely on absolute humidity instead of specific 

humidity and hence probably made some error (see Ward et al., 2013). Furthermore, Meijninger 

2002 uses De Bruin similarity functions, whereas in 2006 they used the mean value of the Andreas 

and De Bruin functions; therefore, comparing these studies is a bit tricky. Lastly, they ignored the 

humidity effect on the Obukhov length. To conclude, analysing of these values must be done with 

care, even though the authors are right in addressing the uncertainty in the EC values. 

- A note has been added that the scintillometry data were not processed identically in these 

two studies. Nevertheless, the common result that scintillometer fluxes exceed EC fluxes 

was found in both cases.  

P 11237, line 1 – so, the authors rule out the effect of the anthropogenic flux? 

- Yes, the estimated anthropogenic heat flux is too small (10-15 W m-2) to fully account for 

these offsets. 

P 11237, line 13-15 – the values of DB93 and An88 are smaller than observed. Interesting to 

observe here is that Thiermann and Grassl (1992) seem to fit much better for neutral conditions. 

They derived their formulation from the variance-budget equations, see e.g. Wyngaard and Kosovic 

(1994) or Andreas (1988) – his Eq. 4.30. Assuming phiT = phiM = 1, yields for z/L = 0, the value 6.37. 

This value has some clearly defined theoretical assumptions behind it (e.g. horizontal homogeneity, 

no advection …). Hence, it would be worth mentioning and discussing some of these details I think. 

- The observed humidity scaling mostly lies between TG92 and An88/ DB93 for slightly 

stable conditions; for slightly unstable conditions TG92 is too large (Figure A1). For 

temperature and for non-neutral conditions TG92 is not a good match to the observations. 

We decided to limit the discussion to the similarity functions used in the paper. It would 

be beyond the scope of these papers to discuss details of the derivations and assumptions 

for other similarity functions. 

P 11239 – line 5-10 – “rejection of QE when IRGA windows are wet results in underestimated EC 

fluxes” and “(b) suffers a bias to “count” QE < 0 (dewfall) as QE> 0” . Are not the IRGA windows 

wetted as well during dewfall? This would lead to an overestimation of QE in case these situations 

are omitted from the analysis, wouldn’t it? 
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- Yes, EC is expected to underestimate dewfall (QE < 0), which translates into an 

overestimate of evapotranspiration (QE > 0). This has been clarified by adding the 

following text, ‘(except when dewfall wets the IRGA windows and it is QE < 0 that is not 

measured)’. 
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Interactive comment on “Infrared and millimetre-wave scintillometry in the suburban 

environment – Part 2: Large-area sensible and latent heat fluxes” by H. C. Ward et al. 

M. Irvine (Referee) 

This paper is the second of a two part study. The first part dealing with structure parameters and 

this paper (the second part) dealing with the important practical question of transforming measured 

structure parameter values to evaporation (the sum of surface evaporation and evapotranspiration) 

at footprint scales in phase with land use scales and satellite observations. This is done using optical 

and radio scintillometry combining one, two and bichromatic wavelength methods over a suburban 

landscape with seasonal timescales. As such this study is both original and important to the scientific 

community demonstrating an operation method of observing evaporation at this important land use 

scale. Furthermore the authors discuss in detail potential advantages and short comings of the 

method allowing the reader to evaluate its potential for their use. 

Here are a couple of comments: 

P11233 line 23 I think you can add the bichromatic method along with the two-wavelength 

method. 

- We used ‘two-wavelength’ scintillometry here following the decision to use the two-

wavelength (rather than bichromatic) structure parameters to calculate fluxes (due to the 

inherent variability of the bichromatic technique). 

P11234 lines 26 and 27 Why if saturation is a problem it possible to have Sensible Heat values on 

some days that are higher than the ’saturation limit’?  

- As there is no distinct cut-off or limit for saturation (the effect increases the more 

saturated the signal), it is possible to have QH values affected by saturation (i.e. QH that is 

underestimated) whilst still having higher QH values at other times (that are 

underestimated to a greater extent). Discussion of saturation is clearly unhelpful here so it 

has been deleted; the differences are most likely due to the spatial sampling issues 

described. 

P11236 line 15 large-scale circulations. It is probable that the scintillometry ’sees’ more large 

scale eddies on its path. It is perhaps useful to mention this. 

- The following text has been added, ‘(for example, scintillometers have a much larger 

spatial sampling volume)’. 

A comment to finish the transformation from structure parameter to flux, especially for water, is 

probably the weak link. 

- The text, ‘as the conversion of structure parameters to fluxes is accompanied by 

substantial uncertainties, especially for humidity’ has been added to the Conclusions. 
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Interactive comment on “Infrared and millimetre-wave scintillometry in the suburban 

environment – Part 2: Large-area sensible and latent heat fluxes” by H. C. Ward et al. 

Anonymous Referee #3 

Single review of both of the companion papers: 

—————————- Overall comments / thoughts: —————————- 

* A positive contribution to land-surface interactions, micro-meteorology, and scintillometry. This 

paper will certainly move science forward. 

* Excellent quality figures (science and presentation). 

* A very thorough work. 

* In particular, Fig1 in the second paper is very important and nicely laid out. 

* Language is almost flawless. 

* It is a rare pleasure to review work of both high quality science and presentation. 

———– Suggestions for improvements in general throughout the manuscripts: ———– 

* Can the uniqueness (a world first) of this work be more upfront, e.g. in the Highlights? 

- The Introduction has been modified to more clearly state the objectives and contributions 

of this work (please see responses to other comments). 

Some specific comments: 

PAPER-A: ——– 

- Please see Part 1 response. 

PAPER-B: ——– 

Figure 1 » Commendably excellent in terms of content and presentation. 

11229/10 » More info needed? e.g. WXT-510... 

- The automatic weather station was upgraded from a WXT 510 to a WXT 520 during the 

study period. The text has now been changed to read, ‘WXT 510/520’ in both papers. 
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Interactive comment on “Infrared and millimetre-wave scintillometry in the suburban 

environment – Part 2: Large-area sensible and latent heat fluxes” by H. C. Ward et al. 

J.-M. Cohard (Referee) 

H. Ward et al. present a paper series called “Infrared and millimetre-wave scintillometry in the 

suburban environment” containing 2 parts. – Part 1 is about the different ways to obtain structure 

parameters for temperature and specific humidity from scintillometers at different wave lengths. 

The part 2 is about the way to derive average turbulent fluxes from these structure parameters. The 

first part evaluates the performance of 3 methods, namely the single wave length method, the 

bichromatic method and the 2 wave length method. The second part develops objectively 

advantages and limitations of the scintillometry techniques. Both parts analyse a 14 months data 

time series obtained from july 2011 to December 2012 above Swindon (UK). 

Theoretical backgrounds are clearly exposed highlighting the assumptions and limitations of the 

techniques deployed during this experiment. Results give a complete and detailed panorama of what 

is to be done when using Infra Red and Microwave scintillometers. It is based on the longest time 

series ever obtained for such technique. This huge amount of results and remarks will be very useful 

for any one wants to apply scintillometry techniques in the futur. Urban surface bowen ratios are 

finally presented and compared to previous studies. This last part will certainly require further 

analysis, but it is clearly not the main objective of these papers  

Finally, this matches very well with the AMT journal and have to be published after minor 

corrections. 

Some comments on both parts are listed below. 

Part I : Structure parameters 

- Please see Part 1 response. 

Part II : Large-area sensible and latent heat fluxes 

11222 : “” This is a classical result. For a highlight, it would be better to announce “Energy 

partitioning land cover dependencies of urban areas” 

- Changed to ‘Land cover influences on urban energy partitioning’ 

11224 –L22 :MW scintillometer are now available at RPG in germany. 

- The text has been updated to read, ‘although a commercially available system has recently 

been developed’ 

11227 L12 : u* was not introduced before. Define it and explain how you estimate it at 

scintillometer scale. 

- u* is introduced after Equation 2 and more information has now been provided in 

accordance with other reviewer’s suggestions too. 
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11233 - L 4 : “ … whereas EC is usually capable of providing fairly continuous QH “ I would not say 

that. If sonic anemometers are able to provide continuous measurements during rainfall it is not 

straight forward to interpret these covariance measurements to be related to surface fluxes. 

- Unlike EC systems comprising open-path gas analysers, one of the often citied advantages 

of EC systems comprising closed-path gas analysers is that they are often able to provide 

fluxes during and directly after rainfall (e.g. Haslwanter et al. 2009; Burba et al. 2010). The 

literature suggests that QH values are not necessarily removed from EC data during 

rainfall, unless the rainfall is intense (e.g. Evans et al. 2012). The design of the sonic is 

another consideration; some models are less affected by rainfall than others. The wording 

has been altered to reflect the fact that QH values obtained during rainfall are often used 

(‘EC usually provides fairly continuous QH measurements except during heavy rainfall’), 

without making a statement about whether this is valid or not. Spikes are seen in the sonic 

temperature when rainfall interferes with the measurement; here a threshold on the 

standard deviation of temperature (> 0.9 K) is used to identify and reject these data.  

11235 : L5 & L26 : Generalities on Q* are not welcomed ! First the footprint of Q* and Q_H_EC 

are not realy similar even above 10m turbulent fluxes are wind direction dependent but not 

radiative budget. Secondly, radiative budget is different from a land cover to an other. 

Compensation could occur but it’s far from a general behaviour. You don’t need to say that to 

convince the readers. Figure 5 is enough! 

You‘d better develop this idea considering this is still an issue to obtain radiative budget at 

scintillometer scale until we can’t trust in remote sensing products. 

- The explanation on page 11235 has been rewritten as follows: ‘…the EC system and 

radiometer are located on the same mast, so their footprints are located in approximately 

the same area, whereas the footprint of the scintillometer system is larger and in a 

different location. These differences are particularly relevant when considering how the 

surface responds to patchy cloud cover across scales of 10-100 m.’ 

- Regarding the second points, the text has been modified to provide a more balanced 

perspective and a second references has been added: ‘There may also be differences in Q* 

between the source areas, although studies have suggested that the radiation budget may 

not vary between surfaces as much as might be expected because the relevant properties 

(albedo and radiative temperature) tend to have compensating effects on the outgoing 

shortwave and longwave radiative fluxes (Schmid et al. 1991; Christen and Vogt 2004). 

Nevertheless, spatial variability in cloud cover still makes it challenging to obtain Q* 

measurements representative of scintillometer source areas.’ 

11235 & 11236 L20: A scatter plot comparing Q* with QE + QH for the all observation period 

would be very helpful to follow the discussion. 

- To avoid making the paper any longer we decided not to add additional plots to the paper, 

but have included them here for 30-min (Figure AC1) and daily averages (Figure AC2). Note 

that the statistics provided in the paper have been updated (corrected) in accordance with 

those shown here. 
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Figure AC1 Scatter plots of 30-min flux data. The solid line is the fitted linear regression; the dashed line is 1:1. 

 

Figure AC2 Scatter plots of daily average fluxes (excluding days with < 50% data available). The solid line is the fitted 
linear regression; the dashed line is 1:1. 

 

11239 L 5 – 18 : This paragraph is much more a conclusion and should be displaced. 

- We feel it is important to summarise the uncertainties and limitations of the methods 

used here, before going on to interpret the results in terms of seasonality and other sites. 

We therefore decided to leave this paragraph where it is. 

11239 L25 : Difficult to conclude on the relation between latent heat fluxes and rain as Q* is also 

much higher in 2012. Remarks on bowen ratio are much convincing. 

- This sentence has been deleted. 

11242 :L 6 – 13. This part of the conclusion doesn’t refer completely to what has been developed 

in the paper. The control by available energy and water on flux partitioning is not a strong 

conclusion. Unfortunately I found it difficult to get a general conclusion on processes at this stage. 

Figure 9 gives a kind of tendency but with large scatter. Indeed this certainly depends on urban 

morphology at least. These data required certainly further investigation. I suggest you insist more on 

the scintillometer techniques and again displaced in the conclusion the concluding paragraph from 

page 11239. 
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- This part of the conclusion has been modified to better reflect the content of the paper. 

The conclusion begins, ‘The first observations of large-area heat fluxes using the two-

wavelength scintillometry technique are presented for the urban environment. Higher 

evapotranspiration rates (and lower β) from the BLS-MWS (1-3 mm day-1 on average) 

compared with the EC measurements (0.5-2 mm day-1) are partly attributed to the greater 

proportion of vegetation typically within the BLS-MWS source area. In winter, vegetation 

plays a smaller role (β is more similar between BLS-MWS and EC datasets) and the 

available energy is a crucial factor so QH is often negative as a consequence of energy 

being directed mainly into QE’ before going on to summarise the methodological 

differences. 

Fig 2 : footprint areas not shaded enough. 

- The footprint areas are now more clearly marked. 

Limiting stabilities ? precise. 

- The lower limit is for free convection conditions and the upper limit is for neutral 

conditions (e.g. see Figure 3 of Hartogensis et al. (2003)). The wording of the Table 1 

caption has been changed and this part now reads ‘the range in effective height represents 

the variation with stability’. 
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Abstract 8 

A millimetre-wave scintillometer was paired with an infrared scintillometer enabling estimation 9 

of large-area evaporationevapotranspiration across northern Swindon, a suburban area in the UK. 10 

Both sensible and latent heat fluxes can be obtained using this ‘two-wavelength’ technique, as it is 11 

able to provide both temperature and humidity structure parameters, offering a major advantage 12 

over conventional single-wavelength scintillometry. The first paper of this two-part series presented 13 

the measurement theory and results of the structure parameters. In this second paper, heat fluxes 14 

are obtained and analysed. These fluxes, estimated using two-wavelength scintillometry over an 15 

urban area, are the first of their kind. Source area modelling suggests the scintillometric fluxes are 16 

representative of 5-10 km2. For comparison, local-scale (0.05-0.5 km2) fluxes were measured by an 17 

eddy covariance station. Similar responses to seasonal changes are evident at the different scales 18 

but the energy partitioning varies between source areas. The response to moisture availability is 19 

explored using data from two consecutive years with contrasting rainfall patterns (2011-2012). This 20 

extensive dataset offers insight into urban surface-atmosphere interactions and demonstrates the 21 

potential for two-wavelength scintillometry to deliver fluxes over mixed land cover, typically 22 

representative of an area 1-2 orders of magnitude greater than for eddy covariance measurements. 23 

Fluxes at this scale are extremely valuable for hydro-meteorological model evaluation and 24 

assessment of satellite data products. 25 
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Keywords: bichromatic correlation; energy balance; evaporationevapotranspiration; spatially-26 

integrated fluxes; two-wavelength scintillometry; urban 27 

Highlights 28 

 Observed large-area sensible and latent heat fluxes for an urban area 29 

 Multi-seasonal comparison of eddy covariance and scintillometry techniques 30 

 Interpretation of two-wavelength fluxes aided by bichromatic-correlation data 31 

 Energy partitioning strongly dependent on land cover 32 

 Land cover influences on urban energy partitioning 33 

 Suburban evaporationevapotranspiration exceeds 3 mm day-1 for vegetated areas 34 

1. Introduction 35 

There is considerable demand for large-area estimates of evaporationevapotranspiration, or its 36 

energy equivalent, the latent heat flux. Observations of catchment-scale 37 

evaporationevapotranspiration are required for hydrological modelling, both to evaluate model 38 

performance and as forcing data for flood forecasting and for real-time river flow and water balance 39 

models. For rural environments knowledge of evaporationevapotranspiration is important for 40 

irrigation scheduling, crop management and crop yield prediction – applications which will become 41 

increasingly important with the demands of food and water security as the world’s population 42 

continues to grow. The latent heat flux has been shown to be a significant component of the energy 43 

and water balance in urban areas, particularly for vegetated neighbourhoods (e.g. Grimmond and 44 

Oke 1995; 2002). Accurate measurement and prediction of urban evaporationevapotranspiration is 45 

important for assessing the merits of urban design options (such as green roofs), water management 46 

schemes (e.g. irrigation bans) and strategies for sustainable urban drainage (Xu and Chen 2005; 47 

Mitchell et al. 2008), as well as for better understanding of thermal comfort and flood risk. 48 
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As a tool for routine monitoring of heat fluxes, scintillometry offers several advantages: 49 

measurements are spatially representative, of high temporal resolution (30 min or shorter) and 50 

continuous (i.e. not limited to cloud-free days as for some satellite products), with the ability to 51 

inherently cope with heterogeneity; systems are practical to install and low maintenance (e.g. Kleissl 52 

et al. 2009). Scintillometers measure the intensity of an electromagnetic beam transmitted through 53 

the turbulent atmosphere. Changes in intensity due to refraction by eddies of differing densities are 54 

related to changes in temperature and humidity, expressed as the temperature and humidity 55 

structure parameters, from which the fluxes of heat and water vapour are obtained using similarity 56 

theory. The beam intensity varies in time due to diffraction by eddies of different densities, 57 

dependent on their temperature and humidity content. Changes in temperature and humidity are 58 

expressed as the temperature and humidity structure parameters, which are converted to fluxes of 59 

heat and water vapour using similarity theory. At infrared (or optical) wavelengths, temperature 60 

fluctuations dominate, so these instruments are suitable for deriving the sensible heat flux. Longer 61 

wavelengths (e.g. microwaves, radiowaves) are more sensitive to humidity fluctuations so that, in 62 

combination with infrared, both sensible and latent heat fluxes can be obtained more directly (Hill et 63 

al. 1988; Andreas 1989); with a single infrared instrument estimating the latent heat flux relies on 64 

closure of the energy balance. 65 

Hill et al. (1988) outlined the two-wavelength theory and demonstrated the viability of the 66 

technique by comparison with structure parameters and fluxes from other micrometeorological 67 

methods at a very homogeneous agricultural site. The technique has since been used to estimate 68 

heat fluxes over a vineyard (Green et al. 2000), pasture (Green et al. 2001), mixed agricultural 69 

landscapes (Meijninger et al. 2002a) and mixed agriculture with complex topography (Evans et al. 70 

2010). The heavily-instrumented LITFASS campaigns (Beyrich and Mengelkamp 2006) focus on 71 

heterogeneous land cover, mainly mixed agriculture. During LITFASS-2003, heat fluxes from 72 

aggregated eddy covariance (EC) data compared with two-wavelength scintillometry estimates 73 

indicated generally good performance over the 11-day measurement period (Meijninger et al. 2006). 74 
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In addition, the bichromatic-correlation method was developed and tested (Beyrich et al. 2005; Lüdi 75 

et al. 2005). This extension to the two-wavelength method enables a path-averaged measurement of 76 

the temperature-humidity correlation coefficient, thus removing the need to assume its value as 77 

with the traditional two-wavelength method. In the overview paper of LITFASS-2009 (Beyrich et al. 78 

2012) structure parameters from two example days, 12-13 July 2009, are presented. Two-79 

wavelength scintillometry remains a specialist technique at present, as only a few instruments of 80 

longer wavelength exist, although development of a commercially available systems has recently 81 

been developed is underway (Hartogensis et al. 2013). A three-wavelength method has also been 82 

proposed as a solution to obtaining the combined temperature-humidity fluctuations, but would 83 

require at least three scintillometers and sensitivity analyses suggest results may not be significantly 84 

improved over the two-wavelength method (Andreas 1990). 85 

Single-wavelength (large aperture) scintillometry is now a fairly well-established technique 86 

deployed in a variety of locations, although its use in urban environments has only developed 87 

recently. A three week campaign in Marseille demonstrated good agreement between scintillometer 88 

and EC sensible heat fluxes over the ‘reasonably homogeneous’ built surface (Lagouarde et al. 2006). 89 

A much longer campaign in Łódź looks at diurnal and seasonal variability (Zieliński et al. 2012). 90 

Results from Swindon using the single-wavelength method (i.e. infrared scintillometers only) are 91 

presented in a separate paper (Ward et al. 2014a). Other urban sites include London (Gouvea and 92 

Grimmond 2010), Toulouse (Masson et al. 2008), Nantes (Mestayer et al. 2011) and Helsinki (Wood 93 

et al. 2013). These studies are concerned with the sensible heat flux.  94 

Here, we report on the first large-area sensible and latent heat fluxes obtained from a two-95 

wavelength scintillometer system installed over the urban environment. Results are analysed 96 

alongside EC measurements representative of a much smaller scale. An extensive dataset spanning 97 

14 months enables the seasonal variability of the fluxes to be investigated, as well as differences 98 

between years. Following the theoretical (Section 2) and experimental (Section 3) details, the 99 
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performance of the techniques is critically examined (Section 4.1). Three approaches are considered 100 

here: the single-wavelength, two-wavelength and bichromatic-correlation methods. Important 101 

physical processes determining the energy partitioning are then explored using the two-wavelength 102 

and EC fluxes. For each wavelength (or combination of wavelengths) the conversion of the observed 103 

refractive index structure parameters to temperature (CT
2) and humidity (Cq

2) structure parameters 104 

and the temperature-humidity cross-structure parameter (CTq) is described in Part 1 (Ward et al. 105 

2014b).  106 

2. Scintillometry theory: obtaining fluxes 107 

Here the goal is to relate the structure parameters of temperature and humidity from 108 

scintillometry to the surface fluxes of heat and water vapour. Briefly, the two-wavelength 109 

scintillometer system provides three refractive index structure parameters (Cn
2), denoted Cn1n1 from 110 

the optical scintillometer, Cn2n2 from the millimetre-wave scintillometer and Cn1n2 from the 111 

correlation between optical and millimetre-wave signals. Conversion to the temperature and 112 

humidity structure parameters involves either the single-wavelength, two-wavelength or 113 

bichromatic-correlation method. For the two-wavelength method Cn1n1 and Cn2n2 are combined to 114 

give CT
2 and Cq

2, which also requires an assumption about the temperature-humidity correlation 115 

coefficient, rTq. The assumption used in this study is rTq = ±0.8. The bichromatic-correlation method 116 

additionally measures the cross-structure parameter Cn1n2 to remove the need for the rTq 117 

assumption. Knowing the three refractive index structure parameters (Cn1n1, Cn2n2, Cn1n2) enables the 118 

three meteorological structure parameters (CT
2, Cq

2, CTq) to be found. A summary is given in Figure 1 119 

and the reader is referred to Part 1 for full details.  120 

The structure parameters of temperature, T, or specific humidity, q, can be related to surface 121 

fluxes using Monin-Obukhov similarity theory (MOST). For example (Wyngaard et al. 1971), 122 
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where T* and q* are the scaling variables of temperature and humidity respectively; zm is the 124 

measurement height, zd the displacement height, LOb the Obukhov length and fMO is a similarity 125 

function describing the height dependence as a function of stability. Thus, scintillometry is an 126 

indirect method for obtaining fluxes.  For the path-averaged quantities obtained from scintillometry, 127 

the effective height, zef, is used in place of (zm – zd) as described in Hartogensis et al. (2003). The 128 

stability parameter, ζ, is defined as (zm – zd)/LOb for the EC station and zef/LOb for the scintillometer 129 

system. The Obukhov length is calculated from (e.g. Green et al. 2000) 130 

)/07.01(*

2

*
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v

Ob         (2) 131 

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, κv is von Kármán’s constant and β is the Bowen ratio. The 132 

required friction velocity (u*) input is usually obtained from a point measurement of wind speed and 133 

an estimate of the roughness length (z0) using the Businger-Dyer functions. The scaling variables, 134 

stability and effective height are determined by iteration (e.g. Moene et al. 2004). 135 

Several forms of the similarity functions exist in the literature. and uUseful discussions can be 136 

found Braam et al. (2014), in Braam et al. (2012) and Beyrich et al. (2012) in the context of 137 

scintillometry, and in Kanda et al. (2002) for consideration of urban environments. The choice of 138 

similarity function for this dataset is investigated in Appendix A. As in other scintillometry studies, 139 

identical functions for T and q are assumed here. The widely-used forms with the constants 140 

suggested by Andreas (1988) are used, 141 

)0()1()( 3/2

21    TTMO ccf       (3a) 142 

)0()1()( 3/2

31   TTMO ccf       (3b) 143 

with cT1 = 4.9, cT2 = 6.1 and cT3 = 2.2 (hereafter An88). 144 

The sensible heat flux is calculated using 145 
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**TucQ pH  ,         (4) 146 

where ρ is the density of air and cp the specific heat capacity at constant pressure. The latent heat 147 

flux is calculated following Ward et al. (2013b), 148 

**quLQ vE  ,         (5) 149 

where Lv is the latent heat of vaporisation. Equations 4 and 5 define the scaling variables. When q* is 150 

not known (as for the single-wavelength method), QE may be estimated as the residual of the 151 

surface energy balance if all other terms are known, but the complexity of energy partitioning in 152 

urban areas makes this very difficult. The urban energy balance can be written (Oke 1987): 153 

SEHF QQQQQ *        (6) 154 

where Q* is the net all-wave radiation, QF the anthropogenic heat flux and ΔQS the net storage heat 155 

flux. The Bowen ratio, β, is expressed in terms of the fluxes as QH/QE. 156 

 157 

Figure 1 Methods to obtain heat fluxes from scintillometry as applicable to the experimental setup in Swindon. See Section 158 

3 for details of the instrumentation, including an optical large aperture scintillometer (BLS) and a millimetre-wave 159 

scintillometer (MWS). Notation is defined in the text. 160 
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3. Observational details 161 

A two-wavelength scintillometer system was deployed on a 5.5 km path over a suburban area of 162 

Swindon, UK. This system comprises an infrared scintillometer, the BLS900 (Scintec, Rottenburg, 163 

Germany), and a 94 GHz millimetre-wave scintillometer (Evans 2009). Near the centre of the 164 

scintillometer path an EC station was installed at a height of 12.5 m in the garden of a residential 165 

property. The instrument locations and typical source areas of the fluxes are shown in Figure 2.  166 

 167 

Figure 2 Land cover map of the study area showing the two-wavelength scintillometer path (BLS-MWS) and locations of the 168 

eddy covariance station (EC) and two meteorological stations (METsub, METroof). Land cover classification was based on a 169 

geodatabase (OS MasterMap 2010 © Crown Copyright), lidar data (2007, ©Infoterra Ltd) and aerial photography (2009, 170 

©GeoPerspectives). Where data were unavailable areas are left unclassified (white). Example footprints indicate the area 171 
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contributing 50%, 80% and 95% of the observed fluxes for typical unstable atmospheric conditions and southwesterly wind 172 

(see text for details). The location of Swindon within the British Isles is shown (top right). 173 

Table 1 summarises the instrumental setup and site characteristics. The effective height of the 174 

scintillometer system is given as the effective height of the BLS according to Equation 15 of 175 

Hartogensis et al. (2003) and includes the displacement height. A single value for the displacement 176 

height and roughness length were based on the mean height of buildings and trees (zH) (within 500 177 

m of the EC site and 1000 m of the scintillometer path) and the relations z0 = 0.1zH, zd = 0.7zH 178 

(Garratt 1992; Grimmond and Oke 1999).  179 

Source area estimation combines an analytical model (Hsieh et al. 2000) with the scintillometer 180 

path weighting (e.g. Meijninger et al. 2002b). The values in Table 1 and used for Figure 2 are for 181 

typical atmospheric conditions: southwesterly wind (225°), u* = 0.5 m s-1, standard deviation of 182 

lateral wind σv = 0.9 m s-1 and LOb = -200 m (200 m for stable conditions).  183 

Variation in surface cover composition with wind direction and stability is shown in Figure 3 for 184 

typical EC and BLS-MWS footprints (normalised to give a total of 100%). The source area 185 

composition is more variable for EC than the BLS-MWS, owing to the greater spatial sampling of the 186 

BLS-MWS and the distribution of land cover surrounding the EC mast: paved areas, buildings and 187 

roads to the southwest and large gardens to the northeast. The relative contribution of vegetation 188 

to the EC source area is lowest for southwesterly winds (32% for 225°) and highest for northeasterly 189 

winds (53% for 45°). The BLS-MWS footprint always has a significant contribution from vegetation, 190 

partly due to the large nature reserve near the centre of the path (Figure 2). For unstable conditions 191 

the BLS-MWS footprint comprises 56% vegetation cover on average. For stable conditions, the BLS-192 

MWS source area is larger and contains a greater contribution from the town centre to the south 193 

and industrial areas to the east and southwest. For northerly winds and stable conditions, the source 194 

area extends beyond suburban Swindon and over the rural areas. At these times the footprint 195 

extends considerably beyond the edges of the land cover map (Figure 2), thus the land cover 196 
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composition (and source area size) is less reliable – an even larger contribution from vegetation is 197 

expected than suggested by Figure 3. Note that the size of the source area depends on the wind 198 

direction; it is smallest when winds are near parallel to the scintillometer path. 199 

     Approx. source area [km
2
] 

unstable (stable) 

Instrumentation Location Height [m] z0 [m] zd [m] 95% 80% 50% 

BLS-MWS 

scintillometer 

system 

51°36'33.9" N   

1°47'38.6" W (Tx) 

51°33'38.1" N   

1°46'55.3" W (Rx) 

45.0* 

[39.0-45.0] 

0.7 

[0.5- 1.1] 

4.9 

[4.4-5.4] 

7.5 

(10.2) 

3.0 

(6.9) 

0.9 

(3.2) 

Eddy covariance 

station 

51°35'4.6" N 

1°47'53.2" W 
12.5 

0.5 

[0.4-0.9] 

3.5 

[3.0-4.0] 

0.5 

(0.7) 

0.06 

(0.1) 

0.007 

(0.01) 

Table 1 Details of the scintillometer and eddy covariance systems. Tx denotes transmitter; Rx denotes receiver. *The height 200 

of the scintillometer system is given as the effective height of the BLS. Values in square brackets represent the probable 201 

range of each quantity: for the range in effective height these are the limiting stabilitiesrepresents the variation with 202 

stability; for z0 and zd these are based on the literature (e.g. Grimmond and Oke (1999)). See text for details of the source 203 

area estimation. 204 
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 205 

Figure 3 Contribution of land cover types to the EC and BLS-MWS source areas by wind direction for typical atmospheric 206 

conditions (u* = 0.5 m s
-1

, σv = 0.9 m s
-1

, LOb = ±200 m). Black lines indicate the approximate size of the source area 207 

contributing 95% of the flux (right-hand axis). 208 

Other meteorological instrumentation was also installed at the EC site (denoted METsub). An 209 

automatic weather station (WXT 510/520, Vaisala, Finland) at a height of 10.6 m provides the 210 

temperature, pressure, humidity and wind speed inputs required to process the scintillometry data. 211 

A four-component radiometer (NR01, Hukseflux, The Netherlands) at 10.1 m provides incoming and 212 

outgoing shortwave (K↓, K↑) and longwave (L↓, L↑) radiation and the net all-wave radiation. A tipping 213 

bucket rain gauge (0.2 mm tip, Casella, Bedford, UK) is situated near the base of the EC mast. Data 214 

from a second similarly instrumented meteorological station on a rooftop near the town centre 215 

(METroof, Figure 2) were linearly adjusted and used to gap-fill METsub to provide a more complete set 216 

of continuous input variables, though these were only required in a few cases (mainly to cover 217 

power failure at METsub). Less than 2% of the combined dataset consisted of the adjusted METroof 218 

data (see Part 1). 219 
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The EC sensible and latent heat fluxes were calculated for every 30-min interval. Raw data were 220 

collected from a sonic anemometer (R3, Gill Instruments, Lymington, UK) and an open-path infrared 221 

gas analyser (IRGA) (LI-7500, LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, USA) at 20 Hz (CR3000, Campbell Scientific 222 

Ltd., Loughborough, UK). Flux processing included despiking of raw data; correction for angle of 223 

attack; time-lag compensation; double co-ordinate rotation; corrections for sonic temperature 224 

(Schotanus et al. 1983), high and low frequency losses (Moncrieff et al. 1997) and gas densities 225 

(Webb et al. 1980). The open source EddyPro software (v5-00, LI-COR Biosciences) was used to 226 

implement these stages. Quality control excluded data during times of instrumental fault or when 227 

rain could adversely affect readings and data were subject to physically reasonable range checking. 228 

More information about the EC system can be found in Ward et al. (2013a). 229 

A CR5000 datalogger (Campbell Scientific Ltd.) sampled the BLS and MWS signal intensities at 230 

100 Hz. Raw signals were digitally bandpass filtered between 0.06 Hz and 20 Hz for the calculation of 231 

Cn2n2 and Cn1n2. Quality control comprised raw data despiking, rejection of data during rain or fog, 232 

threshold checking of Cn
2 and removal of data strongly affected by saturation. The remaining BLS 233 

data were corrected for saturation (Clifford et al. 1974). The MWS data were well below the 234 

saturation threshold (Clifford et al. 1974) and no correction was applied to the MWS data or the BLS-235 

MWS cross-correlation. For further discussion see Part 1.  236 

The calculation of fluxes from scintillometry proceeds as described in Section 2. During daytime 237 

hours between minima in Cn1n1, the similarity functions for unstable conditions were used; at other 238 

times stable conditions were assumed. The two-wavelength results were calculated assuming 239 

positive rTq during unstable conditions (i.e. assuming QH > 0, QE > 0) and negative rTq under stable 240 

conditions (i.e. assuming QH < 0, QE > 0). Clearly the two-wavelength method will suffer a positive 241 

bias in QE resulting from these assumptions, i.e. dewfall (QE < 0) is never identified. The bichromatic-242 

correlation method, in principle, provides more information than the two-wavelength method. 243 

Initially, unstable conditions during daytime and stable conditions at night are assumed. Then for 244 
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cases of observed rTq < 0 during daytime (between Cn1n1 minima) QE is assumed to remain positive 245 

but QH to switch to being negative, so the stable similarity function is used. This may be expected to 246 

occur following rainfall when surfaces are wet. During the night it is more difficult to determine the 247 

correct stability regime, as rTq > 0 can indicate either stable conditions and dewfall (QH < 0, QE < 0) or 248 

unstable conditions and evaporationevapotranspiration (QH > 0, QE > 0). Because rTq only describes 249 

the relative sign of the fluxes, these two situations cannot be distinguished by the bichromatic-250 

correlation method, although it does indicate the occurrence of either of the two situations. Here, 251 

nocturnal rTq > 0 is taken to indicate dewfall. A time-step of 10 min was used for two-wavelength CT
2 252 

and Cq
2, yielding QH and QE also at 10 min. To reduce the variability of the bichromatic-correlation 253 

method (Part 1), the corresponding fluxes were calculated at 30-min intervals using 30-min mean 254 

CT
2 and Cq

2. For the single-wavelength method no Bowen ratio correction has been applied. 255 

In the following, the subscript ‘EC’ is used to refer to quantities derived from the eddy covariance 256 

measurements and ‘BLS-MWS’ from scintillometry. Where results have used structure parameters 257 

calculated using the single-wavelength, two-wavelength or bichromatic-correlation methods, these 258 

are subscripted ‘1λ’, ‘2λ’ and ‘bc’ respectively. Data are presented for 14 months when all 259 

instrumentation was functioning: July-December 2011 and May-December 2012. 260 

4. Results and discussion 261 

4.1. Comparison of methods 262 

Sensible and latent heat fluxes obtained from scintillometry (bichromatic-correlation and two-263 

wavelength methods) and eddy covariance are shown in Figure 4. The sensible heat flux calculated 264 

using the single-wavelength method is also plotted. To our knowledge Figure 4 includes the first 265 

fluxes derived from structure parameters where the measured combined temperature-humidity 266 

fluctuations have been incorporated via the bichromatic-correlation method.  267 

Differences in sensible heat fluxes from the three scintillometry techniques are small. The 268 

scintillometry values match the EC values reasonably well, despite the different measurement 269 
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footprints. Notable differences can be seen during the early morning of 30 September 2012 when 270 

QH from the scintillometers is more negative than QH_EC until around 0900 UTC. During the middle of 271 

the day on 11 May 2012 QH_EC is 50-100 W m-2 larger than the scintillometry results; possibly QH_BLS-272 

MWS is limited by saturation here (see Ward et al. (2014a) for discussion). Although the QH values are 273 

fairly similar in magnitude, QE from the scintillometers tends to be larger than from EC. 274 

Differences between the bichromatic fluxes and two-wavelength fluxes are mostly small, as 275 

observed rTq_bc values are mostly similar to the assumed rTq_2λ values (±0.8). At times when measured 276 

rTq deviates from the assumed values, the fluxes differ accordingly. QE is affected more than QH. 277 

Comparison with Q* suggests that the lower bichromatic fluxes are sometimes more realistic given 278 

the available energy, e.g. on the morning of 21 August 2011 (QH_bc and QE_bc) and 11 May 2012 279 

(QH_bc). The expected diurnal cycle of rTq is usually observed (positive during daytime, negative at 280 

night) and generally there is good agreement between rTq_EC and rTq_bc. On 21 August 2011, for 281 

example, rTq changes sign at the evening transition, but also changes sign again a few hours later. 282 

Both EC and bichromatic-correlation methods capture this behaviour. The EC data reveal negative 283 

QE as rTq becomes positive, indicating dewfall. The bichromatic-correlation method is also able to 284 

identify this dew event, which is ignored by the two-wavelength assumptions (QE_2λ always remains 285 

positive overnight, Section 3). At other times, the bichromatic results appear less reasonable. Firstly, 286 

there are incidences of |rTq_bc| > 1, which do not have a meaningful physical interpretation but point 287 

to measurement limitations. Secondly, large fluctuations in rTq_bc sometimes lead to sudden spikes in 288 

the fluxes. Such variability results in fluxes that are at times almost certainly unduly influenced by 289 

the performance of the method. As discussed in Part 1, the small signal-to-noise ratio of the cross-290 

structure parameter Cn1n2 and the accumulation of uncertainties in rTq can contribute to large errors 291 

associated with individual measurements. For this reason, two-wavelength structure parameters 292 

obtained via the two-wavelength method have been used to calculate the scintillometric fluxes 293 

presented below. 294 
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 295 

Figure 4 Sensible and latent heat fluxes and net all-wave radiation (Q*) and the temperature-humidity correlation 296 

coefficient for selected days. Single-wavelength and two-wavelength results are for 10-min intervals; EC and bichromatic 297 

statistics are at 30-min intervals (structure parameters for the same days are shown in Figure 8 of Part 1). 298 

4.1.1. EvaporationEvapotranspiration following rainfall 299 

Two-wavelength scintillometry has the potential to provide fluxes directly following rainfall, when 300 

water droplets on open-path gas analyser windows may preclude QE measurements by eddy 301 

covariance. Note that closed-path IRGAs permit flux measurements during or soon after rainfall, but 302 

have their own issues including water droplets wetting filters and high relative humidity causing 303 
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condensation in the sample tubing. Scintillometer measurements can be made as soon as the 304 

propagation path is clear following a rain shower even when the land surface (or IRGA window) has 305 

not had time to dry. The drawback is that neither QH nor QE can be reliably obtained while the 306 

scintillometer path is obstructed, whereas EC is usually capable of providesing fairly continuous QH 307 

measurements except during very heavy rainfall. Fluxes from three days in July 2012 are shown in 308 

Figure 5. QH_EC and QH_2λ are closely matched and clearly respond to the energy available, primarily 309 

net all-wave radiation. Out of the 72 h shown, scintillometer data are available for 56.7 h, QH_EC for 310 

66.5 h and QE_EC for only 32.5 h. Rainfall in the evening of 11 July meant the IRGA windows 311 

remained wet throughout the night. The BLS-MWS system shows an increase in QE after rainfall and 312 

non-zero evaporationevapotranspiration through the night (0.6 mm between 2130 and 0800 on 12 313 

July; no QE_EC data were available during this time). Very high rates of 314 

evaporationevapotranspiration can be observed when surface water is abundant and there is 315 

considerable energy input from Q*, such as in the middle of the day on 11 July. Latent heat fluxes 316 

exceeded 500 W m-2 and the variability seen in QE is a response to incoming radiation. Short 317 

averaging times for the scintillometer fluxes (10 min) are an advantage in capturing the rapid 318 

response of the drying surface. Total evaporationevapotranspiration may be significantly 319 

underestimated by the EC method because of missing measurements following rainfall (Heusinkveld 320 

et al. 2008). Using an urban canopy model at a site on a university campus, Ramamurthy and Bou-321 

Zeid (2014) estimated that nearly 5% of total evaporationevapotranspiration was missed due to wet 322 

IRGA windows. Two-wavelength scintillometry may provide a method to estimate fluxes that 323 

overcomes this issue. 324 

 325 
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 326 

Figure 5 Response of (a) sensible and (b) latent heat fluxes to rainfall (right-hand axis) and (c) net all-wave radiation. 327 

Shading indicates availability of EC data. EC data are at 30-min intervals; all other data are at 10-min intervals. 328 

4.1.2. Source area characteristics 329 

Flux footprints are variable in time due to changing atmospheric conditions, primarily stability 330 

and wind direction (e.g. Schmid 1994; Hsieh et al. 2000). Due to the distribution of surface cover 331 

around the EC mast (Figure 3), differences in the carbon balance with wind direction are seen (Ward 332 

et al. 2013a). Large-scale scintillometer measurements are generally less susceptible to variation in 333 

land cover sampled – an advantage in terms of obtaining representative datasets. The land cover 334 

composition of the BLS-MWS footprint offers greater potential for transpiration than the impervious 335 

surfaces around the EC mast. Footprint differences between the systems are further enhanced 336 

considering that the EC source area is more built-up for the prevailing southwesterly wind (Section 337 

3). The influence of land cover on fluxes is explored in the following case study. 338 
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Towards the end of May 2012 (after very wet and cloudy weather since early April), there was an 339 

extended period of warm and sunny weather during which vegetation quickly developed and leafed-340 

out (22-28 May). Increased insolation on 22 May encouraged photosynthesis, QE increased rapidly 341 

and β decreased as transpiration rates rose (Figure 6). The highest rates of 342 

evaporationevapotranspiration were observed on 25-27 May when conditions were warm and 343 

windy (reaching 25°C and 6 m s-1 on 25-26 May) with a high vapour pressure deficit (20 hPa) and 344 

plenty of available energy and moisture. The EC-measured carbon dioxide flux also indicates strong 345 

photosynthetic uptake on these days (not shown). On 25-26 May winds are northeasterly and the EC 346 

source area contains a large proportion of active vegetation; more energy is directed into QE_EC than 347 

QH_EC. Once the wind direction becomes more southwesterly again βEC increases and continues to 348 

increase as the urban surface dries out, peaking on 31 May. Once rain arrives and the wind direction 349 

changes on 1 June, βEC drops again. Meanwhile, a consistently high proportion of vegetation in the 350 

scintillometer source area maintains low β2λ throughout this period. 351 

The similarity between QH_EC and QH_2λ is remarkable. EC and scintillometry are often in good 352 

agreement, even during night-time when both datasets have larger associated uncertainties (e.g. 353 

large negative QH observed on 25-26 and 26-27 May, Figure 6b). On 23, 27 and 29 May, clouds give 354 

rise to sudden changes in Q*. QH_EC rapidly adjusts, particularly the sharp peak on 29 May, while for 355 

the scintillometer system the radiation patterns are replicated to a lesser extent. It is possible that 356 

saturation may be a partial explanation for these differences, but higher QH_2λ values are reached on 357 

other days with similar QH_EC. More likely, it isThis is likely due to spatial sampling. Firstly, area-358 

averaging tends to result in smoother diurnal cycles for scintillometry fluxes than EC (Lagouarde et 359 

al. 2006; Guyot et al. 2009). Secondly, the EC system and radiometer are located on the same mast, 360 

so their footprints are located in approximately the same area, whereas the footprint of the 361 

scintillometer system is larger and in a different location. These differences are particularly relevant 362 

when considering how the surface responds to patchy cloud cover across scales of 10-100 m.more 363 
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similar to each other than the footprint of the scintillometer system. It is therefore expected that Q* 364 

would correlate better with QH_EC than QH_2λ. 365 

 366 

Figure 6 Energy partitioning according to eddy covariance and scintillometry during a warm, dry period in spring 2012. In 367 

(d) only daytime data are shown. 368 

Despite the close agreement in QH, the latent heat flux from the scintillometers often exceeds 369 

that from EC. Average daily evaporationevapotranspiration from the BLS-MWS is 1.5-3 times larger 370 

than from EC (Figure 7). Thus not only does the energy partitioning (β) differ between EC and BLS-371 

MWS datasets, but the sum of the turbulent fluxes (QH + QE) is greater for the BLS-MWS system 372 

than for the EC system.  373 
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To some extent, the degree of urbanisation in the source areas could contribute to differences in 374 

QH + QE. Anthropogenic and net storage heat fluxes are non-negligible contributions to the urban 375 

energy budget (Equation 6). Both of these terms tend to increase with urban density, as energy 376 

demand increases with population density and large thermal masses made from anthropogenic 377 

materials (e.g. buildings) effectively absorb and release heat. Therefore the EC footprint is likely 378 

associated with a slightly higher QF than the BLS-MWS footprint. Conversely to what is observed, 379 

this would provide more energy for QH + QE, not less. However, such differences are estimated to be 380 

small given the size of QF: peak values are estimated at about 10-15 W m-2 for suburban Swindon 381 

(Ward et al. 2013a) which is within the expected range for similar environments (e.g. Christen and 382 

Vogt 2004; Bergeron and Strachan 2010). The EC footprint probably has a larger associated ΔQS, 383 

which corresponds to smaller QH + QE, when ΔQS > 0. Whilst ΔQS may be a contributing factor to 384 

observed differences between EC and BLS-MWS datasets, if it was the main explanation one would 385 

expect other suggestions that this is the case, for example in the shape of the diurnal cycle of QH 386 

(QH_EC would lag QH_2λ), which are not seen. There may also be small differences in Q* between the 387 

source areas, although studies have suggested that the radiation budget may not vary between 388 

surfaces as much as might be expected because the relevant properties of different surfaces (albedo 389 

and radiative temperature) tend to have compensating effects on the outgoing shortwave and 390 

longwave radiative fluxes (Schmid et al. 1991; Christen and Vogt 2004). Nevertheless, spatial 391 

variability in cloud cover still makes it challenging to obtain Q* measurements representative of 392 

scintillometer source areas. Other reasons for differences between EC and scintillometry results 393 

(aside from source area characteristics) are considered in the next section. 394 
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 395 

Figure 7 Average daily evaporationevapotranspiration by month: bars represent the sum over the median daily cycle of 396 

evaporationevapotranspiration for each month; error bars indicate the upper and lower quartiles; shading indicates the 397 

impact of using the De Bruin et al. (1993) similarity function. 398 

4.1.3. Consideration of uncertainties 399 

Studies that have made direct comparisons between EC and scintillometry have generally found 400 

reasonable agreement within experimental uncertainties, though two-wavelength estimates of QE 401 

are often quite large. Meijninger et al. (2002a) found a difference of 8% between QE_2λ and QE_EC. 402 

Meijninger et al. (2006) found QE_2λ (using in situ rTq from EC) was 26% larger than QE from EC data 403 

aggregated over the source area. The corresponding QH_2λ overestimated QH_EC by 7%, and for low 404 

fluxes (< 150 W m-2) QH_2λ + QE_2λ was larger than the estimated available energy. (Note that the 405 

scintillometry data were not processed identically in these two studies.) Underestimation of 406 

turbulent fluxes by EC may partly explain these differences; under-closure of the energy balance is 407 

widely documented and can commonly be as much as 10-20% (Wilson et al. 2002; Frank et al. 2013). 408 

A variety of explanations have been suggested, including instrumental limitations (Kochendorfer et 409 

al. 2012), large-scale circulations (Foken 2008) and inadequate accounting for other terms in the 410 

energy balance (Leuning et al. 2012). As these factors are unlikely to affect scintillometry in the same 411 
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way (for example, scintillometers have a much larger spatial sampling volume), it should perhaps be 412 

expected that EC fluxes are smaller. 413 

In Swindon, QE from the BLS-MWS is almost always higher than that from EC, whilst QH is similar 414 

during the day and more negative at night (Figure 8). Regression of 30-min QH + QE against Q* yields 415 

slopes of 0.675 (2λ) and 0.59 (EC) with substantial offsets of 37 W m-2 (2λ) and 15 W m-2 (EC). A small 416 

positive offset is expected given the contribution of the anthropogenic heat flux (Equation 6; Section 417 

4.1.2). For regressions of daily average QH + QE against Q* (excluding days with < 50% data 418 

available), the slopes increase and offsets decrease (to 0.863 and 29 W m-2 (2λ), and 0.78 and 419 

4 W m-2 (EC)). Regression of QH_2λ + QE_2λ with QH_EC + QE_EC gives slopes and intercepts of 1.036 and 420 

23 W m-2 (30 min), and 0.969 and 310 W m-2 (daily average). This non-negligible offset between 421 

techniques seems to be related to overestimation of BLS-MWS fluxes by the similarity functions. 422 

In general, there is a tendency for similarity functions to overestimate very small fluxes. Large 423 

scatter during stable and neutral times demonstrates the limitation of similarity theory scaling and 424 

cautions that flux estimates are less reliable at these times. This may partly explain the large 425 

magnitude of wintertime fluxes from scintillometry (Figure 8a, c) and the corresponding high 426 

evaporationevapotranspiration rates for December 2011 and 2012 (Figure 7). The general shape of 427 

the observed temperature and humidity scaling, based on EC values, is described by similarity 428 

functions given in the literature (Appendix A). Agreement is often quite good in unstable conditions 429 

(e.g. for An88 and De Bruin et al. (1993) (DB93)) but the fits are poorer in near neutral and stable 430 

conditions as the data become more scattered. For neutral stability there are differences in the 431 

behaviour of temperature and humidity. While the temperature scaling diverges, the humidity 432 

scaling tends towards an approximately constant value which appears to be larger than suggested by 433 

An88 or DB93. These features will result in overestimation of the magnitude of QH and QE under 434 

these conditions. In Figure 7 the average daily evaporationevapotranspiration calculated using DB93 435 

is shown (shaded) in comparison to the values derived using An88 (bars). The impact of the choice of 436 
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similarity function can alter the daily evaporationevapotranspiration by 0.20-0.45 mm, i.e. 437 

approximately 15-20% or more. 438 

Compared to the uncertainty associated with similarity functions, other uncertainties in the 439 

derivation of fluxes are mostly small. Out of the required input quantities, uncertainties in the beam 440 

height, z0 and wind speed are most important; the long path length reduces the impact of 441 

inaccuracies in estimating its length and sensitivity to the other meteorological input variables is 442 

small (Hartogensis et al. 2003; Ward et al. 2014a). Using the range of z0 given in Table 1, QH and QE 443 

would decrease by 7% or increase by 14%. The displacement height is incorporated in the effective 444 

height, and as a change in zd of ±0.5 m is minor compared to zef itself, it has negligible impact (< 1%) 445 

on the fluxes. The range of zef given in Table 1 is for the limiting cases of free convection and near 446 

neutral stability (according to Equations 13 and 14 of Hartogensis et al. (2003)). Using these values of 447 

zef results in fluxes that are 6% smaller or 3% larger. Fluxes calculated using the full iterative 448 

procedure to account for stability in determination of zef (Section 2; Equation 12, Hartogensis et al. 449 

(2003)), yield a much smaller range of zef (42.8-43.5 m). 450 

Determination of wintertime and night-time fluxes presents challenges for both EC and 451 

scintillometry. The (usually) smaller magnitude of these fluxes (a) may be close to the detection limit 452 

of the instruments and (b) means that relative uncertainties can be large. Weak turbulence and non-453 

stationarity violate the assumptions required for both EC and scintillometry measurement theory 454 

and MOST. A shallow boundary layer may mean measurements are made outside the surface layer 455 

and may no longer relate to the surface fluxes (e.g. Braam et al. 2012). However, the rough 456 

suburban surface helps to maintain turbulent mixing and there were very few occasions observed 457 

when comparisons between scintillometer and EC data suggested the scintillometers were above 458 

the surface layer. 459 

The two-wavelength method cannot distinguish times of dewfall and ‘counts’ these instances of 460 

negative QE as positive QE (Section 3). According to the EC data, dewfall (QE < 0) was recorded for 461 
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8% of the study period, amounting to 4.9 mm in total. Based on this, the total 462 

evaporationevapotranspiration from the two-wavelength method may be overestimated by ≈10 mm 463 

for the whole study period. When there is heavy dewfall, however, this will often settle on the IRGA 464 

windows leading to those data being rejected, so the EC data are also expected to underestimate 465 

dewfall. An advantage of the bichromatic-correlation method is that the relative sign of the fluxes is 466 

given by rTq_bc, so that positive rTq during night-time implies either QH > 0, QE > 0 or QH < 0, QE < 0. 467 

Reduced sensitivity of the MWS around the region of minimum Cn2n2 at β ≈ 2-3 (Leijnse et al. 468 

2007; Ward et al. 2013b) may also introduce a bias towards larger QE. As discussed in Part 1, the 469 

instrumental noise floor and experimental limitations are thought to widen the region of reduced 470 

sensitivity beyond the theoretical prediction of the position of the minimum. The two-wavelength 471 

method tends to give Bowen ratios less than about 1.3. The bichromatic results suggest higher β for 472 

about 3% of data. Although this represents a small proportion of the total dataset, it could have a 473 

more substantial effect in drier conditions and may restrict the ability of two-wavelength datasets to 474 

capture changing energy partitioning as conditions increase above β ≈ 1.3. It is likely that the 475 

bichromatic-correlation results are also somewhat affected by problematic Cn2n2. 476 

In summary, many of the issues affecting EC and scintillometry techniques lead to 477 

underestimated EC fluxes and overestimated scintillometry fluxes, more so for QE than QH. Under-478 

closure of the energy balance and rejection of QE when IRGA windows are wet result in 479 

underestimated EC fluxes (except when dewfall wets the IRGA windows and it is QE < 0 that is not 480 

measured). Two-wavelength scintillometry: (a) is able to capture large QE following rain; (b) suffers a 481 

bias to ‘count’ QE < 0 (dewfall) as QE > 0; (c) relies on MOST to obtain fluxes, the limitations of which 482 

are thought to cause overestimation of the magnitudes of the fluxes; and (d) has limited sensitivity 483 

at moderate β which probably leads to overestimates of QE. Furthermore, in this setup, the source 484 

area composition also favours lower β for the BLS-MWS. On the other hand, saturation causes 485 

underestimation of QH from scintillometry. Analysis of results from both techniques enables 486 
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investigation into the limitations of each and provides a more complete picture of the behaviour of 487 

the environment. In the next sections, seasonal behaviour of the energy partitioning is analysed and 488 

results are set in context against other studies. 489 

4.2. Analysis of seasonal patterns 490 

Seasonal trends and substantial inter-annual variability are evident in the Swindon fluxes (Figure 491 

8). Average annual rainfall for southern England is 780 mm (1971-2000 normal, Met Office (2013)). 492 

Rainfall was below average in 2011 with an annual total of 530 mm, and above average in 2012 493 

(1020 mm), with over 900 mm between April and December 2012. Contrasts in water availability are 494 

reflected in the energy partitioning: β is significantly smaller in 2012 than 2011. Latent heat fluxes 495 

tend to be larger and sensible heat fluxes smaller comparing similar months in 2012 and 2011, 496 

particularly in summer. September 2012 deviates from the general trend of decreasing β from 497 

summer to winter. EC averages for this month are less representative than for other months due to 498 

lower data availability, but both datasets suggest a larger β than might be expected. This can mainly 499 

be attributed to a lack of freely available surface water and near-surface soil moisture, and fairly 500 

sunny weather during the first half of the month. By 23 September near-surface soil moisture had 501 

reached its lowest value for the period studied in 2012 (data not shown). The effect of dry 502 

impervious surfaces on the September 2012 EC observations is further enhanced due to 503 

predominantly southwesterly winds, which kept the footprint over the least vegetated areas 504 

(Section 3). Across the dataset as a whole, the variability in daytime energy partitioning (i.e. β) is 505 

smaller for the BLS-MWS than EC (e.g. Figure 6d, Figure 8d). 506 
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 507 

Figure 8 Monthly median diurnal cycles (lines) and inter-quartile ranges (shading) of sensible and latent heat fluxes 508 

determined using (a) two-wavelength scintillometry and (b) eddy covariance;  (c) sum of the turbulent fluxes; and (d) 509 

Bowen ratio. The net all-wave radiation is also shown. 510 

4.3. Comparison with other sites 511 

The Swindon results are in good agreement with the North American studies of Grimmond and 512 

Oke (1995), in that frequent rainfall during summer reduces the expected Bowen ratio from 1.0-1.5 513 

to 0.8-1.0. The observed inter-annual variation highlights the advantage of multi-year datasets to 514 

obtain representative data, both in terms of assessing the climatology of a region and for selecting 515 

appropriate parameters for modelling studies. The UK climate, with frequent rainfall, means 516 
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evaporationevapotranspiration continues from wet surfaces and pervious areas all year round, 517 

resulting in negative QH for much of the day if energy is limited. Similar energy partitioning has been 518 

noted at other suburban sites (e.g. Goldbach and Kuttler 2013) in contrast to city centre studies 519 

where typically the water availability is reduced and the energy input is supplemented by a larger 520 

anthropogenic component (Kotthaus and Grimmond 2014). Zieliński et al. (2012) present several 521 

months of QH data from scintillometry in Łódź. While the broad seasonal trends observed are similar 522 

to those in Swindon, QH is larger, particularly in wintertime, which is not surprising given the higher 523 

density of buildings at their city centre site (Fortuniak et al. 2013).  524 

The BLS-MWS provides measurements that are representative of a considerable area of suburban 525 

Swindon. These results suggest that vegetated suburban areas are able to support high rates of 526 

evaporationevapotranspiration (≈3 mm day-1). For comparison, summertime daily 527 

evaporationevapotranspiration rates from UK woodlands are around 4-5 mm day-1 (Roberts et al. 528 

2005; Thomas et al. 2011). EvaporationEvapotranspiration rates from residential and recreational 529 

areas in suburban Minneapolis-Saint Paul, Minnesota are around 3 mm day-1 in summer (Peters et 530 

al. 2011), comparable to the BLS-MWS results shown here, but near zero in winter (conditions are 531 

much colder and drier). The Swindon results are thus comparable to other published findings, but to 532 

obtain concurrent QH and QE at this scale is rare. 533 

Low β from the BLS-MWS system is similar to other highly vegetated sites, such as Kansas City, 534 

Missouri (58% vegetation cover) – the observed daytime Bowen ratio of 0.47 for the August study 535 

period (Balogun et al. 2009) is one of the lowest among urban campaigns. For Swindon, average β2λ 536 

is 0.5-0.6 around midday in August 2012, but larger in 2011 (≈0.8); daytime averages are smaller due 537 

to the shape of the diurnal cycle (Figure 8d). In Kansas City, as for many of the North American 538 

studies (Grimmond and Oke 2002), automated irrigation supplements water availability, particularly 539 

those with warm dry summers. However the wet weather in Swindon during summer 2012 was 540 

accompanied by reduced insolation, limiting evaporationevapotranspiration despite abundant 541 
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moisture (June 2012 was particularly cloudy). During winter βEC and β2λ are more similar than during 542 

summer, as there is less contrast between vegetated and non-vegetated surfaces compared to when 543 

plants are actively transpiring (Offerle et al. 2006). The need to incorporate seasonality into model 544 

parameterisations is discussed in Loridan and Grimmond (2012) and Best and Grimmond (2013). 545 

Observations of decreasing β with increasing vegetation fraction are mostly based on 546 

summertime observations (Grimmond and Oke 2002; Christen and Vogt 2004). Average daytime β 547 

for summer and winter are plotted for Swindon and other sites in the literature in Figure 9. Despite 548 

considerable scatter, clearly β decreases as the vegetation fraction increases. Notably high β at the 549 

rural site in Melbourne is attributed to drought conditions (Coutts et al. 2007). Values for winter 550 

months are more scattered and have a larger spread. This may be partly due to the shorter day 551 

length during winter – i.e. mean daytime β contains a wider range of values (Figure 8d), but it also 552 

reflects the changing role of vegetation depending on whether transpiration is occurring. For both 553 

Swindon and Montreal, where there are data for more than one summer and winter season, there is 554 

often a substantial difference between values in different years, again highlighting the importance of 555 

long-term observations. 556 
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 557 

Figure 9 Observed daytime Bowen ratios for summer (bold) and winter months versus plan area vegetation cover at sites 558 

in Montreal (Bergeron and Strachan 2010), Basel (Christen and Vogt 2004), Melbourne (Coutts et al. 2007), Tokyo 559 

(Moriwaki and Kanda 2004) and Swindon (this study). See references for details of the sites. 560 

5. Conclusions 561 

The first observations of large-area heat fluxes using the two-wavelength scintillometry 562 

technique are presented for the urban environment. Contrasting conditions between the two 563 

summer-to-winter periods studied highlight the importance of making long-term observations in 564 

order to capture seasonal and inter-annual variability. Water availability is a key control on the 565 

energy partitioning in summer, with higher evaporation rates linked to more vegetated surfaces. The 566 

available energy is a crucial factor in winter (QH is often negative as a consequence of energy being 567 

directed mainly into QE) and vegetation plays a smaller role. Higher evaporationevapotranspiration 568 

rates (and lower β) from the BLS-MWS (1-3 mm day-1 on average) compared with the EC 569 

measurements (0.5-2 mm day-1) are partly attributed to the greater proportion of vegetation 570 

typically within the BLS-MWS source area. In winter, vegetation plays a smaller role (β is more 571 

similar between BLS-MWS and EC datasets) and the available energy is a crucial factor so QH is often 572 

negative as a consequence of energy being directed mainly into QE. However, a number of 573 

methodological aspects also suggest estimates of QE and QH + QE from the scintillometer system 574 
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may exceed those from EC. In addition to differences associated with source areas, the following 575 

issues require further exploration: selection and applicability of MOST scaling functions, especially 576 

for neutral and stable conditions; difference in energy balance closure between scintillometry and 577 

EC; and limitations of two-wavelength scintillometer systems (e.g. bias in the two-wavelength 578 

method when dewfall occurs) and better appreciation of their performance under a range of 579 

conditions (e.g. Bowen ratio). Deployment of an MWS in urban areas with a smaller proportion of 580 

vegetation, or during drier periods, may be less successful due to the reduced sensitivity at 581 

moderate β. Improvements to MOST (or an alternative solution) should be a main focus of future 582 

work, as the conversion of structure parameters to fluxes is accompanied by substantial 583 

uncertainties, especially for humidity.  584 

With the technology applied it appears the bichromatic-correlation method does not provide a 585 

full solution to the limitations of the two-wavelength method. Nevertheless, information on path-586 

averaged temperature-humidity correlation can be used to inform data processing and aid 587 

interpretation of results. The performance of both methods should be more closely examined and 588 

current understanding must be tested experimentally. 589 

Since scintillometer data are already spatially integrated over a large area, changes in source area 590 

with meteorological conditions tend to make less of an impact on the average composition of the 591 

footprint. This offers significant advantages when using long-term datasets to parameterise or test 592 

models. Furthermore, direct integration of large-area observations into modelling studies may 593 

facilitate either assimilation of input data or evaluation of outputs, as most models will not account 594 

for the effects of footprint differences on collected data. Transforming local-scale measurements to 595 

representative values at the scale of model grids or satellite pixels is non-trivial over heterogeneous 596 

surfaces. For example, evaporationevapotranspiration from urban greenspace can be significantly 597 

enhanced by warm surroundings (Spronken-Smith et al. 2000; Moriwaki and Kanda 2004). Hence 598 

flux measurements over large areas are required for development and evaluation of algorithms to 599 
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move between scales. More long-term observational campaigns spanning a range of conditions are 600 

also needed. The contrasting conditions between the two summer-to-winter periods studied here 601 

highlight the importance of making long-term observations in order to capture seasonal and inter-602 

annual variability. 603 

Field campaigns to compare different instruments and techniques, further supported by 604 

modelling studies, such as the LITFASS (Beyrich and Mengelkamp 2006) or BUBBLE (Rotach et al. 605 

2005) experiments, are necessary both to learn more about the advantages and shortcomings of 606 

current techniques and also to develop a more thorough understanding of boundary layer dynamics 607 

and surface-atmosphere interactions.  608 
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Appendix A. Choice of a suitable similarity function 612 

Here, EC data are used to assess suitable similarity functions for Swindon. Dimensionless 613 

quantities formed from the structure parameters of temperature and humidity (fMO_T, fMO_q) were 614 

examined and compared to functions from the literature (Figure A 1). On the whole, the observed 615 

scaling with stability follows a similar form to the range of functions given in the literature. For 616 

temperature and humidity, fMO increases with decreasing instability then starts to flatten out around 617 

ζ ≈ -0.03 as neutral conditions are approached. Humidity scaling becomes approximately constant 618 

and independent of stability in neutral and stable conditions. For unstable to near neutral conditions 619 

An88 and DB93 describe the behaviour fairly well. DB93 seems to best capture the observed 620 

behaviour with stability but the resulting fluxes are larger than reasonably expected, sometimes 621 

unfeasibly so compared to the energy available, and larger than the fluxes measured directly with 622 

the conventional EC method (fluxes directly obtained from EC can be compared to fluxes calculated 623 

via structure parameters and MOST scaling). Under stable conditions the scatter is much greater. 624 
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Instead of approaching a constant value as predicted by most of the functions in the literature, 625 

fMO_T diverges at neutral conditions, becoming very large. Similar behaviour has been observed at a 626 

rooftop site in Basel (Roth et al. 2006), and for the normalised standard deviation of temperature 627 

(Fortuniak et al. 2013; Nordbo et al. 2013). It occurs as T* becomes very small to compensate for 628 

large u* to maintain a small heat flux (Equation 4) as neutrality is approached, and thus is a limitation 629 

of scaling in this way. Over smoother surfaces this effect may be observed less frequently as u* is 630 

smaller so T* can be larger for a given QH. Using functions of a conventional form (Equations 3a, b), 631 

such as those of An88 and DB93, can therefore considerably overestimate QH in neutral conditions 632 

(fMO_T is too small so the T* obtained is too large) and means QH values close to zero are 633 

underrepresented or simply not obtained. Using the function fitted directly to the Swindon EC data 634 

improves estimation of these smaller QH values. The observational fits have the conventional 635 

functional form in unstable and stable conditions, plus two extra terms to account for the 636 

divergence towards neutral conditions: 637 
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639 

However, the fit to temperature does not represent the humidity scaling well.  640 

Since most of the widely used functions in the literature do not capture this trend (possibly due 641 

to a lack of neutral data in these studies), QH derived using similarity theory tends to be biased 642 

towards larger values under near neutral conditions. Although absolute errors are usually small (a 643 

few W m-2) so too is the size of QH and the frequency of data between -10 and 10 W m-2 is 644 

significantly underrepresented compared to QH obtained from EC directly. For example, where QH 645 

changes sign the similarity functions (An88, DB93 and TG92 (Thiermann and Grassl 1992)) result in 646 
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lower values during stable conditions and higher values during unstable conditions giving a steeper 647 

change of stability overall (Figure A 1e).  648 

Appreciable differences in the fluxes can arise depending on the similarity function used: An88 649 

and DB93 tend to yield higher fluxes than TG92 by about 10-15% on average, with better agreement 650 

under unstable conditions. Although the fitted function performs much better under near neutral 651 

conditions for QH, the overall agreement is not much better than for An88 or DB93 and the 652 

performance under near neutral conditions is worse for QE. Given that the observed divergence is 653 

thought to be a limitation of the conventional scaling technique, we therefore decided against using 654 

the experimental fit to derive the scintillometer fluxes. Instead, An88 scaling is used for both T and 655 

q, which closely matches the shape of the observed scaling and does not produce as significant an 656 

overestimation as DB93. 657 

 658 

Figure A 1 Comparison between EC data and similarity functions from the literature: An88 (Andreas 1988), DB93 (De Bruin 659 

et al. 1993), Hi92 (Hill et al. 1992), TG92 (Thiermann and Grassl 1992), Ka02 (Kanda et al. 2002) and Ro06 (Roth et al. 2006) 660 

fits to rooftop (r) and canyon (c) datasets. Box plots (a, b) indicate median and inter-quartile range (IQR) binned by 661 

stability. A fit to the Swindon data (|QH| > 5 W m
-2

, |QE| > 5 W m
-2

) is also shown for temperature (a). Median diurnal 662 

cycle of (c) QH and (d) QE for all available data as measured directly by EC (IQR shaded) and as calculated via structure 663 
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parameters using the similarity functions indicated. The morning transition is magnified in (e-h); the fitted function is used 664 

in (f, h). 665 
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